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Abstract

Individual workplace performance is a crucial construct in Work Psychology. However, understanding of its conceptualization remains limited, particularly regarding predictor-criterion linkages. This study examines to what extent operational validities differ when criteria are measured as overall job performance compared to specific dimensions as predicted by ability and personality measures respectively. Building on Bartram’s work (2005), systematic review methodology is used to select studies for meta-analytic examination. We find validities for both traditional predictor types to be enhanced substantially when performance is assessed specifically rather than generically. Findings indicate assessment decisions can be facilitated through a thorough mapping and subsequent use of predictor measures using specific performance criteria. We discuss further implications, referring particularly to the development and operationalization of even more finely grained performance conceptualizations.

Introduction and Background

Workplace performance is a core topic in Industrial, Work and Organizational (IWO) Psychology (Campbell, 2010; Motowidlo, 2003; Arvey & Murphy, 1998), as well as related fields, such as Management and Organization Sciences (MOS). Research in this area has a long tradition (Austin & Villanova, 1992), performance assessment being “so important for work psychology that it is almost taken for granted” (Arnold et al., 2010, p. 241). For management of human resources, the concept of performance is of crucial importance, organizations implementing formal and systematic performance management systems outperforming other organizations by more than 50% regarding financial outcomes and by more than 40% regarding other outcomes such as customer satisfaction (Cascio, 2006). However, to ensure accuracy in the
measurement and prediction of workplace performance, further development of an evidence-based understanding of this construct remains vital (Viswesvaran & Ones, 2000).

This research focuses on refining our understanding of individual, rather than team or organizational level performance. In particular, it investigates operational validities of both personality and ability measures as predictors of individual workplace performance across differing levels of criterion specificity. Although individual workplace performance is arguably one of the most important dependent variables in IWO Psychology, knowledge about underlying constructs is as yet insufficient (e.g., Campbell, 2010) for advancing research and practice. Prior research has focused typically on the relationship between predictors and criteria. The predictor-side refers generally to assessments or indices including psychometric measures such as ability tests, personality questionnaires and biographical information or other measures such as structured interviews or role plays, which vary considerably in the amount of variance they can explain (e.g., Hunter & Schmidt, 1998). Extensive research has been conducted on such predictors, often through validation studies for specific psychometric predictor measures (Bartram, 2005).

The criterion-side is concerned with how performance is conceptualized and measured in practice, considering both subjective performance ratings by relevant stakeholders and objective measurement through organizational indices such as sales figures (Arvey & Murphy, 1998). Such criteria have attracted relatively less interest from scholars, Deadrick and Gardner (2008, p. 133) observing that “after more than 70 years of research, the ‘criterion problem’ persists, and the performance-criterion linkage remains one of the most neglected components of performance-related research”. Hence, despite much being known about how to predict performance and what measures to use, our understanding regarding what is actually being predicted and how predictor- and criterion-sides relate to each other remains limited (Bartram, 2005; Bartram, Warr & Brown, 2010). For instance, whilst research has evaluated the operational validities of different types of predictors against each other (e.g., Hunter & Schmidt, 1998), there is little comparative work juxtaposing different types of criteria against one another. Thus, we argue there is an imbalance of evidence, knowledge being greater regarding the validity of different predictors than for an understanding of relevant criteria which these are purported to measure. In particular, the plethora of studies, reviews and meta-analyses that exist on the performance-criterion link indicate a need to draw together the extant evidence base in a systematic and rigorous fashion to formulate clear directions for research and practice.

Systematic review (SR) methodology, widely used in health-related sciences (Leucht, Kissling & Davis, 2009), is particularly useful for such ‘stock taking exercises’ in terms of “locating, appraising, synthesizing, and reporting ‘best evidence’” (Briner, Denyer & Rousseau, 2009, p. 24). Whereas for IWO Psychology, SR methodology offers a relatively new approach (Briner & Rousseau, 2011), we note that as early as 2005, Hogh and Vitasara for instance published a SR on workplace violence in the *European Journal of Work and Organizational Psychology*, whilst other examples include Wildman and her colleagues (2012) on team knowledge, Plat, Frings-Dresen and Sluiter (2011) on health surveillance and Joyce, Pabay, Critchley and Bambra (2010) on flexible working. The rigor and standardization of SR methodology allow for greater transparency, replicability and clarity of review findings (Briner, Denyer & Rousseau, 2009; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006; Denyer & Tranfield, 2009), providing
one of the main reasons why scholars (e.g., Briner & Denyer, 2012; Briner & Rousseau, 2011; Denyer & Neely, 2004) have recommended it be employed more in IWO Psychology and related fields such as MOS. In the Social Sciences and Medical Sciences, where SRs are widely used (e.g., Sheehan, Fenwick & Dowling, 2010), these regularly involve a statistical synthesis of primary studies’ findings (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006; Green, 2005). Healthcare Sciences’ Cochrane Collaboration (Higgins & Green, 2011) recommending that it can be useful to undertake a meta-analysis as part of an SR (Alderson & Green, 2002). In MOS also, a meta-analysis can be an integral component of a larger SR, for example to assess the effect of an intervention (Denyer, 2009; cf. Tranfield, Denyer & Smart, 2003).

Where existing ‘regular’ meta-analyses list the databases searched, the variables under consideration and relevant statistics (e.g., correlation coefficients), the principles of SR go further. Indeed, meta-analyses can be considered as one type of SR (e.g., Briner & Rousseau, 2011; Xiao & Nicholson, 2013), where the review and inclusion strategy, incorporating quality criteria for primary papers – of which a reviewer prescribed number have to be met – are detailed in advance in a transparent manner to provide a clear audit trail throughout the research process. Although it might be argued that concentrating on a relatively small number of included studies based on the application of inclusion/exclusion criteria may be overly selective, such careful evaluation of the primary literature is precisely the point when using SR methodology (Authors, 2011). Hence, whilst meta-analyses in IWO Psychology have traditionally not been conducted within the framework of SR methodology, this reviewing approach for meta-analysis ensures only robust studies measured against clear quality criteria are included, allowing the eventual conclusions drawn to be based on quality checked evidence. We provide further details regarding our meta-analytical strategies below.

To this extent, we undertook a SR of the criterion-side of individual workplace performance to investigate current knowledge and any gaps therein. We conducted a pre-review scoping study and consultation with ten expert stakeholders (Denyer & Tranfield, 2009; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006), who were Psychology and Management scholars with research foci in workplace performance and human resources practitioners in public and private sectors. Our expert stakeholders commented that a differentiated examination and measurement of the criterion-side was required, rather than conceptualizing it through assessments of overall job performance (OJP), operationalized typically via subjective supervisor ratings consisting oftentimes of combined or summed up scales. In other words, there is a need to establish specifically what types of predictors work with what types of criteria. Viswesvaran, Schmidt and Ones (2005) meta-analyzed performance dimensions’ intercorrelations to indicate a case for a single general job performance factor, which they purported does not contradict the existence of several distinct performance dimensions. The authors note that performance dimensions are usually positively correlated, suggesting that their shared variance (60%) is likely to originate from a higher-level, more general factor and as such, both notions can coexist and it is useful to compare predictive validities at different levels of criterion specificity. Within this, scholars have highlighted the importance of matching predictors and criteria, both in terms of content and in terms of specificity/generality, this perspective also being known as ‘construct correspondence’ (e.g. Hough & Furnham, 2003; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1974). Yet, much of this work has been of a theoretical nature (e.g., Schmitt & Chan, 1998; Dunnette, 1963), emphasizing the necessity to empirically examine this issue. Therefore, using meta-analytical
procedures, we set out to investigate the review question: What are the relationships between overall versus criterion-specific measures of individual workplace performance and established predictors (i.e., ability and personality measures)?

Previous meta-analyses have investigated criterion-related validities of personality questionnaires (e.g., Barrick, Mount & Judge, 2001) and ability tests (e.g., Salgado & Anderson, 2003, examining validities for tests of general mental ability (GMA)) as traditional predictors of performance. These indicate both constructs can be good predictors of performance, taking into account potential moderating effects (e.g., participants’ occupation; Vinchur, Schippmann, Switzer & Roth, 1998). Several meta-analyses focusing on the personality domain have examined predictive validities for more specific criterion constructs than OJP, such as organizational citizenship behavior (Chiaburu, Oh, Berry, Li & Gardner, 2011; Hurtz & Donovan, 2000), job dedication (Dudley, Orvis, Lebiecki & Cortina, 2006) or counterproductive work behavior (Berry, Ones & Sackett, 2007; Dudley et al., 2006; Salgado, 2002). Hogan and Holland (2003) investigated whether differentiating the criterion-domain into two performance dimensions (getting along and getting ahead) impacts on predictive validities of personality constructs, using the Hogan Personality Inventory for a series of meta-analyses. They argued that a priori alignment of predictor- and criterion-domains based on common meaning increases predictive validity of personality measures compared to atheoretical validation approaches. In line with expectations, these scholars found that predictive validities of personality constructs were higher when performance was assessed using these getting ahead and getting along dimensions separately compared to a combined, global measurement of performance.

Bartram (2005) explored the separate dimensions of performance further, differentiating the criterion-domain using an eight-fold taxonomy of competence, the Great Eight, these being hypothesized to relate to the Five Factor Model (FFM), motivation and general mental ability constructs. Employing meta-analytic procedures, he investigated links between personality and ability scales on the predictor-side in relation to these specific eight criteria, as well as to OJP. Within this, he used Warr’s (1999) logical judgment method to ensure point-to-point alignment of predictors and criteria at the item level. His results corroborated the predictive validity of the criterion-centric approach, relationships between predicted associations being larger than those not predicted, with strongest relationships observed where both predictors and criteria had been mapped onto the same constructs. However, the study was limited in that it involved a restricted range of predictor instruments, using data solely from one family of personality measures and criteria which were aligned to these predictors. Consequently, there remains a need to further investigate these findings, using a wider range of primary studies to enable generalization.

Building on Hogan and Holland’s (2003) and Bartram’s (2005) research, the aim of our study was to investigate criterion-related validities of both personality and ability measures as established predictors of a range of individual workplace performance criteria. In particular we focused our investigation on the validities of these two types of predictor measures across differing levels of criterion specificity: performance being operationalized as OJP or through separate performance dimensions, such as task proficiency. We examined the following theoretical proposition (cf. Hunter & Hirsh, 1987):

Criterion-related validities for ability and personality measures increase when specific performance criteria are assessed compared to the criterion-side being measured as only one
general construct. Thus, the degree of specificity on the criterion-side acts as a moderator of the predictive validities of such established predictor measures.

Our approach therefore enables us to determine the extent to which linking specific predictor dimensions to specific criterion dimensions is likely to result in more precise performance prediction. In building upon previous studies examining predictor-criterion relationships of performance, our contribution is two-fold: (i) an investigation of criterion-related validities of both personality and ability measures as established predictors of performance, whereas most previous studies as outlined above focused on personality measures only; and (ii) a direct comparison of traditional predictor measures’ operational validities at differing levels of criterion specificity, ranging from unspecific operationalization (OJP measures) through to specific criterion measurement using distinct performance dimensions.

Method

Literature search
Following established SR guidelines (Denyer & Tranfield, 2009; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006), we conducted a comprehensive literature search extending from 1950 to 2010, to retrieve published and unpublished (e.g., theses, dissertations) predictive and concurrent validation studies that had used personality and/or ability measures on the predictor-side and OJP or criterion-specific performance assessments on the criterion-side. Four sources of evidence were considered: (i) databases (namely PsycINFO, PsycBOOKS, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection, Emerald Management e-Journals, Business Source Complete, International Bibliography of Social Sciences, Web of Science: Social Sciences Citation Index, Medline, British Library E-Theses, European E-Theses, Chartered Institute of Personnel Development database, Improvement and Development Agency (IDeA) database1); (ii) conference proceedings; (iii) potentially relevant journals inaccessible through the aforementioned databases; and (iv) direct requests for information, which were emailed to 18 established researchers in the field as identified by their publication record. For each database searched, we used four search strings in combined form, where the use of the asterisk, a wildcard, enabled searching on truncated word forms. For instance, the use of ‘perform*’ revealed all publications that included words such as ‘performance’, ‘performativity’, ‘performing’, ‘perform’. Each search string represented a key concept of our study (e.g., ‘performance’ for the first search string), synonymical terms or similar concepts being included using the Boolean operator ‘OR’ to ensure that any relevant references would be found in the searches:

1) perform* OR efficien* OR productiv* OR effective* (first search string)
2) work* OR job OR individual OR task OR occupation* OR human OR employ* OR vocation* OR personnel (second search string)
3) assess* OR apprais* OR evaluat* OR test OR rating OR review OR measure OR manage* (third search string)
4) criteri* OR objective OR theory OR framework OR model OR standard (fourth search string).

Inclusion criteria

---

1 This database is provided by the IDeA, a United Kingdom government agency. It was included here following recommendation by expert stakeholders consulted as part of determining review questions for the SR.
In line with SR methodology, all references from these searches \( (N = 59,465) \) were screened initially by title and abstract to exclude irrelevant publications, for instance those which did not address any of the constructs under investigation. This truncated the body of references to 314, which were then examined in detail, applying a priori defined quality criteria for inclusion/exclusion. As suggested (Briner et al., 2009), these criteria were informed by quality appraisal checklists developed and employed by academic journals in the field to assess the quality of submissions (e.g., *Academy of Management Review* (2013); *Journal of Occupational & Organizational Psychology* (Cassell, 2011); *Personnel Psychology* (Campion, 1993)), as well as by published advice (e.g., Denyer, 2009; Briner et al., 2009). We stipulated a publication would meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria if it (a) was relevant, addressing our review question (this being the base criterion) and (b) fulfilled at least five of eleven agreed quality criteria, thus judged to be of at least average overall quality (Table 1) (cf. Briner et al., 2009). No single quality criterion was used on its own to exclude a publication, but their application contributed to an integrated assessment of each study in turn. As such, no single criterion could disqualify potentially informative and relevant studies. For example the application of the criterion ‘study is well informed by theory’ (A) did not by default preclude the inclusion of technical reports, which are often not theory-driven, in the study pool. To illustrate, validation studies by Chung-Yan, Cronshaw and Hausdorf (2005) and Buttgieg (2006) were included in our meta-analysis despite not meeting criterion (A). Further, these two publications also did not fulfil criterion (F) relating to ‘making a contribution’. Yet, by considering all quality criteria holistically, these studies were still included as they met other relevant criteria; for example: clearly articulating study purpose and aims (B) and providing a reasoned explanation for the data analysis methods used (D). Our point is further illustrated in the application of criterion (E), which refers to a study being ‘published in a peer-reviewed journal’: Whilst applying this criterion might be considered to disadvantage unpublished studies, this was not the case. Our use of the criteria in combination, requiring at least five of the eleven to be fulfilled, resulted in the inclusion of several studies that had not been published in peer-reviewed journals. These included unpublished doctoral theses (e.g., Garvin, 1995; Alexander, 2007) and a book chapter (Goffin, Rothstein and Johnston, 2000).

Some 61 publications (57 journal articles, three theses/dissertations, one book chapter) satisfied the criteria for the current meta-analysis and were included. These contained 67 primary studies conducted in academic and applied settings \( (N = 48,209) \). Studies were included even if their primary focus was not on the relationships between personality and/or ability and performance measures, as long as they provided correlation coefficients of interest to the meta-analysis and met the inclusion criteria outlined (e.g., a study by Côté & Miners, 2006). A sub-sample (10%) of all studies initially selected against the criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis was checked by two of the three authors, interrater agreement was 100%. Our primary study sample size is in line with recent meta-analyses (e.g., Richter, Dawson & West, 2011; Whitman, Van Rooy & Viswesvaran, 2010; Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch, 2009) and considerably higher than others (e.g., Hogan & Holland, 2003; Bartram, 2005).

**Table 1 about here**

*Coding procedures*
Each study was coded for the type and mode of predictor and criterion measures used. Initially, a subsample of 20 primary studies was chosen randomly to assess interrater agreement on the coding of the key variables of interest between the three authors. Agreement was 100% due to the unambiguous nature of the data, so coding and classification of the remaining studies was undertaken by the first author only. Ability and personality predictors were coded separately, further noting the personality or ability measure(s) each primary study had used. We also coded whether the criterion measured OJP, criterion-specific aspects of performance or both. Lastly, each study was coded with regards to their mode of criterion measurement, in other words whether performance had been measured objectively, subjectively or through a combination of both; this information being required to perform meta-analyses using the Hunter-Schmidt (2004) approach. Objective criterion measures were understood as counts of specified acts (e.g., production rate) or output (e.g., sales volume), usually maintained within organizational records. Performance ratings (e.g., supervisor ratings), assessment or development center evaluations and work sample measures were coded as subjective, being (even for standardized work samples) liable to human error and bias.

**Database**

Study sample sizes ranged from 38 to 8,274. Some 31 studies (46.3%) had used personality measures as predictors of workplace performance, 16 (23.9%) had used ability/GMA tests and the remaining 20 (29.8%) had used both personality and ability measures. In just over half of primary studies (n = 35, 52.3%), workplace performance had been assessed only in terms of OJP; 10 studies (14.9%) had evaluated criterion-specific aspects of performance only and the remaining 22 (32.8%) had used both OJP and criterion-specific measures. Further, nearly three quarters of primary studies had assessed individual performance subjectively (n = 48, 71.6%); 5 studies (7.5%) had assessed it objectively, and 14 studies (20.9%) both subjectively and objectively. Participants comprised five main occupational categories: managers (n = 14, 21.0%), military (n = 11, 16.4%), sales (n = 10, 14.9%), professionals (n = 8, 11.9%) and mixed occupations (n = 24, 35.8%). 54 (80.6%) studies had been conducted in the US, 10 (14.9%) in Europe, one in each of Asia and Australia (3%) and one (1.5%) across several cultures/countries simultaneously.

**The choice of predictor and criterion variables**

Tests of GMA were used as the predictor variable for ability-performance relationships (Figure 1, top left) rather than specific ability tests (e.g., verbal ability), the former being widely used measures for personnel selection worldwide (Salgado & Anderson, 2003; Bertua, Anderson & Salgado, 2005). Following Schmidt (2002; cf. Salgado, Anderson, Moscoso, Bertua, de Fruyt & Rolland, 2003), a GMA measure either assesses several specific aptitudes or includes a variety of items measuring specific abilities. Consequently, an ability composite was computed where different specific tests combined in a battery rather than an omnibus GMA test had been used.
Agreeableness and Emotional Stability (Costa & McCrae, 1990), being employed very widely (Barrick et al., 2001). Personality scales not based explicitly on the FFM, or which had not been classified by the study authors themselves, were assigned using Hough and Ones’ (2001) classification of personality measures. For the few cases of uncertainty, we drew on further descriptions of the FFM (Goldberg, 1990; Digman, 1990). These we also checked and coded independently by the three authors (100% agreement).

Three levels of granularity/specificity were distinguished on the criterion side, resulting in eleven criterion dimensions: Measures of OJP, operationalizing performance as one global construct, represent the broadest level of performance assessment (Figure 1, bottom right). At the medium grained level, Borman and Motowidlo’s (1993; 1997) Task Performance/Contextual Performance distinction was used to provide a representation of the criterion with two components (Figure 1, bottom centre). At the finely grained level, Campbell and colleagues’ performance taxonomy was utilized (Campbell, McHenry & Wise, 1990; Campbell, 1990; Campbell, McClow, Oppler & Sager, 1993; Campbell, Houston & Oppler, 2001) (Figure 1, bottom left), its eight criterion-specific performance dimensions being: Job-Specific Task Proficiency (F1), Non-Job-Specific Task Proficiency (F2), Written and Oral Communication Task Proficiency (F3), Demonstrating Effort (F4), Maintaining Personal Discipline (F5), Facilitating Peer and Team Performance (F6), Supervision/Leadership (F7), Management/Administration (F8). Hence, using six predictor dimensions and these eleven criterion dimensions, validity coefficients for predictor-criterion relationships were obtained for a total of 66 combinations.

We gave particular consideration to the potential inclusion of previous meta-analyses. However, some of these had not stated the primary studies they had drawn upon explicitly (e.g., Robertson & Kinder, 1993; Barrick & Mount, 1991), whilst others omitted information regarding the criterion measures utilized. Previous relevant meta-analytic studies were therefore not considered further to eliminate the possibility of including the same study multiple times and also ensuring specificity of information regarding criterion measures. Nevertheless, we used previous meta-analyses investigating similar questions to inform our own meta-analysis, in terms of both content and process.

**Figure 1 about here**

As is customary in meta-analysis (e.g., Dudley et al., 2006; Salgado, 1998), composite correlation coefficients were obtained whenever more than one predictor measure had been used to assess the same constructs; such as in a study by Marcus, Goffin, Johnston and Rothstein (2007), where two different personality measures were employed to assess the FFM dimensions. Composite coefficients were also calculated where more than one criterion measure had been used; such as in research comparing the usefulness and psychometric properties of two methods of performance appraisal aimed at measuring the same criterion scales (Goffin, Gellatly, Paunonen, Jackson & Meyer, 1996).

**Meta-analytic procedures**
Psychometric meta-analysis procedures were employed following Hunter and Schmidt (2004, p. 461), using Schmidt and Le’s (2004) software. This random-effects approach generally provides
Predictor-criterion relationships of job performance

the most accurate results when using $r$ (correlation coefficient) in synthesizing studies (Brannick, Yang & Cafri, 2011) and has been widely employed by other researchers (e.g., Hurtz & Donovan, 2000; Barrick & Mount, 1991; Bartram, 2005; Salgado, 2003), providing “the basis for most of the meta-analyses for personnel selection predictors” (Robertson & Kinder, 1993, p. 233).

Following the Hunter-Schmidt approach, we considered criterion unreliability and predictor range restriction as artifacts, thereby allowing estimation of how much of the observed variance of findings across samples was due to artifactual error. Since insufficient information was provided to enable individually correcting meta-analytical estimates in many of the included primary studies, we employed artifact distributions to empirically adjust the true validity for artifactual error (Table 2) (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004; cf. Salgado, 2003). Values to correct for range restriction varied according to the type of predictor used (i.e., personality or ability), whilst values to correct for criterion unreliability were subdivided as to whether the criterion measurement was undertaken subjectively, objectively or in both ways (cf. Hogan & Holland, 2003; Hurtz & Donovan, 2000).

**Table 2 about here**

We report mean observed correlations ($r_{o}$; uncorrected for artifacts), as well as mean true score correlations ($\rho$ (rho)) and mean true predictive validities (MTV), which denote operational validities corrected for criterion unreliability and range restriction. We also present 80% credibility intervals (80% CV) of the true validity distribution to illustrate variability in estimated correlations across studies – upper and lower credibility intervals indicate the boundaries within which 80% of the values of the $\rho$ distribution lie. The 80% lower credibility interval ($CV_{10}$) indicates that 90% of the true validity estimates are above that value; thus, if it is greater than zero, the validity is different from zero. Moreover, we report the percent variance accounted for by artifact corrections for each corrected correlation distribution (%VE). Validities are presented for categories in which two or more independent sample correlations were available.

**Results**

Table 3 presents the meta-analysis for each of the 66 predictor-criterion combinations. Our interpretation of these results draws partly on research into the distribution of effects across meta-analyses (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001), who argue an effect size of .10 can be interpreted as small/low, .25 as medium/moderate and .40 as large/high in terms of the importance/magnitude of the effect. Consideration of these results in relation to our theoretical proposition follows in the discussion section.

**Table 3 about here**

**Relationships between ability/GMA and performance measures**

GMA tests were found to be good predictors of OJP with an operational validity (MTV) of .27 (medium effect), predictive validity generally increasing at a more criterion-specific level. This held true particularly when using the eight factors, where operational validities were .72 for Job-Specific Task Proficiency (F1) and even .81 for Non-Job-Specific Task Proficiency (F2), corresponding to very large effects. This indicates that ability/GMA measures are valid
predictors of individual workplace performance, in particular for these criterion-specific dimensions. However, they did not predict the whole range of performance behaviors associated with the criterion-space, their predictive validity for three criterion-specific scales (F5/Maintaining Personal Discipline, F7/Supervision/Leadership, F8/Management/Administration) being low.

**Relationships between personality (FFM) and performance measures**

Results for the FFM dimensions as predictors of individual workplace performance followed a similar, but even more pronounced pattern compared to ability/GMA measures: All five dimensions displayed non-existent or low (.00 to .13) predictive validities for OJP. Yet, all showed some predictive validity at the two criterion-specific levels (i.e., medium to large effects).

In the case of Conscientiousness, predictive validity was low (.13) when OJP was assessed as the criterion. Higher operational validities for this dimension were observed when individual workplace performance was measured in more specific ways: For the prediction of Task Performance and Contextual Performance, moderate validities were found (.25 and .21 respectively). Equally, at the eight-factor level, Conscientiousness displayed moderate to high validities when used to predict F4/Demonstrating Effort (.23) and F5/Maintaining Personal Discipline (.31).

Predictive validity was low (.08) for Extraversion and OJP. At more specific criterion levels, moderate validities were observed, both at the Task Performance versus Contextual Performance level (.16 and .22 respectively), and the eight-factor level. As for Conscientiousness, two factors, F4/Demonstrating Effort (.22) and F5/Maintaining Personal Discipline (.20), were predicted to some extent by Extraversion, corresponding to a medium effect.

Predictive validity for Emotional Stability and OJP was low (.06). For Task Performance and Contextual Performance, Emotional Stability exhibited moderate operational validities of .28 and .26 respectively. Similarly, at the eight-factor level, Emotional Stability displayed moderate validities for the prediction of F3/Written & Oral Communication Task Proficiency (.24), F4/Demonstrating Effort (.22) and F5/Maintaining Personal Discipline (.20).

Results for Openness to Experience indicate this dimension’s predictive validity was very low (.02) when the criterion was measured in general terms, as OJP. Operational validities increased, however, at the two criterion-specific levels, where medium effects were observed for Task Performance (.31) and Contextual Performance (.22). At the highest level of specificity, F5/Demonstrating Effort was predicted well by Openness to Experience, its validity of .40 corresponding to a large effect.

Predictive validity for Agreeableness and OJP was found to be non-existent (.00). Yet, for Task Performance and Contextual Performance, Agreeableness had a predictive validity of .14 and .31 respectively, indicating a medium effect. At the eight-factor level, the factors F3/Written & Oral Communication Task Proficiency (.32), F4/Demonstrating Effort (.20), F5/Maintaining Personal Discipline (.23), F7/Supervision/Leadership (.22) and
F8/Management/Administration (.24) were predicted to a moderate to large extent by Agreeableness.

Discussion

Adopting a criterion-centric approach (Bartram, 2005), the aim of this research was to investigate operational validities of both personality and ability measures as established predictors of a range of individual workplace performance criteria across differing levels of criterion specificity, examining frequently cited models of performance across various contexts. Previously, there has been a risk that because low operational validities were found for predictors of OJP (cf. Table 4), scholars might have drawn the conclusion that such predictors were not valid and, as a consequence, should not be used. Our findings suggest a different picture, emphasizing the importance of adopting a finely grained conceptualization and operationalization of the criterion-side in contrast to a general, overarching understanding of the construct: Addressing our theoretical proposition, taken together the operational validities suggest that prediction is improved where criterion measures are more specific.

It is evident that ability tests and personality assessments are generally predictive of performance, which is demonstrated both in our study and in previous meta-analytical research (e.g., Bartram, 2005; Barrick et al., 2001; Salgado & Anderson, 2003). In line with our proposition, our incremental contribution is that their respective predictive validity increases when individual workplace performance is measured through specific performance dimensions of interest as mapped point-to-point to relevant predictor dimensions. As such, our study helps to confirm that the issue does not lie in the validity of the predictors, but rather in the nature of measures of the criterion-side.

The more specific the match between predictor and criterion variables, the greater the precision of prediction: For example, distinguishing between Task Performance and Contextual Performance resulted in higher predictive validities for the majority of calculations. This applied also when performance was measured even more specifically, at the eight-factor level, where predictive validities were found to reach .81 for ability/GMA and .40 for personality dimensions, both corresponding to large effects (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). Thus, as proposed, the specificity of the criterion measure moderates the relationships between predictors and criteria of performance.

Conceptualizing and measuring performance in specific terms is beneficial; establishing which variables are most predictive of relevant criteria and matching the constructs accordingly, when warranted, can enhance the criterion-related validities. Conscientiousness for example, which can be characterized by the adjectives efficient, organized, planful, reliable, responsible and thorough (McCrae & John, 1992, p. 178) was a good predictor of Demonstrating Effort (F4). This is plausible as this criterion dimension is “a direct reflection of the consistency of an individual’s effort day by day” (Campbell, 1990, p. 709), which suggests a similarity in how these two constructs are conceptualized. As such, our findings further knowledge of the criterion-side and are important for both researchers and practitioners, who might benefit from more accurate performance predictions by adopting and adapting the suggestions put forward here.
Our validity coefficients are generally lower compared to those obtained by Barrick, Mount and Judge (2001) and Salgado and Anderson (2003) (Table 4) with regards to OJP. A likely reason for this is that our study divided criterion measures into OJP measures versus criterion-specific scales, a distinction not made by the two previous studies. Consequently, when the criterion is operationalized exclusively as OJP (as was the case at the lowest level of specificity in our research), operational validities of typical predictors may be lower than when the criterion includes both OJP indices and criterion-specific performance dimensions. A further potential reason for the differing findings may be that our meta-analysis included some data drawn from unpublished studies (e.g., theses) that possibly found lower coefficients for the predictor-criterion relationships than published studies might have observed (file drawer bias). We acknowledge also the possibility that operational validities observed here might to some extent vary compared to those reported in previous research partly as a result of the sampling frame employed, in other words our use of inclusion/exclusion criteria for the selection of studies for the meta-analysis. Yet, despite the validity coefficients being somewhat lower than those reported in previous meta-analytical studies, our results follow a similar pattern, whereby the best predictors of OJP are ability/GMA test scores, followed by the personality construct Conscientiousness. Similar to findings by Barrick and colleagues (2001), Openness to Experience and Agreeableness did not predict OJP.

**Table 4 about here**

Our theoretical contribution relates to how individual workplace performance is conceptualized. Performance frameworks differentiating only between two components, such as Borman and Motowidlo’s (1993; 1997) Task Performance/Contextual Performance distinction, may be too blunt for facilitating assessment decisions. Addressing our theoretical proposition, both personality and ability predictor constructs relate most strongly to specific performance criteria, represented here by Campbell et al.’s eight performance factors (Campbell et al., 1990; Campbell, 1990; Campbell et al., 1993; Campbell et al., 2001). As such, our study corroborates and extends results of Bartram’s research (2005), supporting the specific alignment of predictors to criteria (cf. Hogan & Holland, 2003), using more generic predictor and criterion models and a wider range of primary studies.

**Limitations**

To date, limited research has employed criterion-specific measures. Consequently, approximately a quarter of our analyses (26%) were based on less than five primary studies and a relatively small number of research participants (N < 300) (Table 3). The small number of studies is partly a result of having used SR methodology to identify and assess studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis. As aforementioned, we adopted this approach specifically because of its rigor and transparency compared to traditional reviewing methods, requiring active consideration of the quality of the primary studies. Within a meta-analysis, the studies included will always directly influence the resulting statistics, and we would argue that, as a consequence, attention needs to be devoted to ensuring the quality of these studies. Indeed, we believe positioning a meta-analysis within the wider SR framework, an approach that has a clear pedigree in other disciplines, represents a novel aspect of our paper in relation to IWO Psychology, and one that warrants further consideration within our academic community. However, we recognize that a different meta-analytical approach is likely to have yielded more...
studies for inclusion, thus reducing the potential for second-order sampling error, whereby the meta-analysis outcome depends partly on study properties that vary randomly across samples (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). Such second-order sampling error manifests itself in the predicted artifactual variance (%VE) being larger than 100%, which can be observed in 17% of our analyses. Yet, according to Hunter and Schmidt (2004), second-order sampling error has usually only a small effect on the validity estimates, indicating this is unlikely to have been a problem.

A further issue is that of validity generalization, in other words the degree to which evidence of validity obtained in one situation is generalizable to other situations without conducting further validation research. The credibility intervals (80% CV) give information about validity generalization: A lower 10% value (CV_{10}) above zero for 25 of the examined predictor-criterion relationships provides evidence that the validity coefficient can be generalized for these cases. For the remaining relationships, the 10% credibility value was below zero, indicating that validity cannot be generalized. It is important to note that at the coarsely grained level of performance assessment (i.e., OJP), validity can be generalized in merely 17% of cases. At the more finely grained levels, however, validity can be generalized in far more cases (42%), further supporting our argument that criterion-specific rather than overall measures of workplace performance are more adequate.

Conclusion

In 2005, Bartram noted that “differentiation of the criterion space would allow better prediction of job performance” (p. 1186) and that “we should be asking ‘How can we best predict Y?’ where Y is some meaningful and important aspect of workplace behavior” (p. 1185). Following his call, our research furthers our understanding of the criterion-side. Our use of SR methodology to add rigor and transparency to the meta-analytic approach is, we believe, a contribution in its own right as SR is currently underutilized in IWO Psychology. It offers a starting point for drawing together a well-established body of research, as we know much about the predictive validity of individual differences, particularly in a selection context (Bartram, 2005), whilst also enabling determination of a review question, which warranted answering: What are the relationships between overall versus criterion-specific measures of individual workplace performance and established predictors (i.e., ability and personality measures)?

Our findings indicate that the specificity/generality of the criterion measure acts as a moderator of the predictive validities – higher predictive validities for ability/GMA and personality measures were observed when these were mapped onto specific criterion dimensions in comparison to Task Performance versus Contextual Performance or a generic performance construct (OJP). This calls into question a dual categorical distinction as in Hogan and Holland’s (2003) and Borman and Motowidlo’s work (1993; 1997), adding weight to Bartram’s (2005) argument – more is better. Whilst we have shown that a criterion-specific mapping is important for any predictor measure, this appears particularly crucial for personality assessments, where different personality scales tap into differentiated aspects of performance, therefore making them less suitable for contexts where only overall measures of performance are available. For ability, the best prediction achieved here explained 40% of variance in workplace performance using eight dimensions, whilst for personality this amounted to 20%. As such, we do not claim that the entirety of the criterion-side can be predicted by measures of ability/GMA or personality, even if
aligned carefully with specific criterion dimensions. Rather, we acknowledge there may be multiple additional constructs that might also be important to predict performance more precisely, an example being motivation (measures of this construct, specifically relating to need for power and control and need for achievement, are included in Bartram’s (2005) Great Eight predictor-criterion mapping). Such alternative predictor constructs, as well as alternative criterion conceptualizations, should be examined as part of further research into the criterion-side. Future studies might also explore different levels of specificity and the impact thereof on operational validities both for criteria and predictors of performance, as well as the nature of point-to-point relationships. In particular, it would be worthwhile to investigate the extent to which performance predictors as operationalized through traditional versus contemporary measures improve operational validities, and also to what extent models of the predictor-side may concur with, or indeed deviate from, models of the criterion-side, given that Bartram’s research (2005) elicited two- versus three-factor models respectively.

Our study offers one of the first direct comparisons of operational validities for both ability and personality predictors of OJP and criterion-specific performance measurements at differing levels of specificity. Besides investigating alternative predictor and criterion constructs, future research could build on our contribution by locating additional studies that have measured the criterion-side in more specific ways to corroborate the findings of the current meta-analysis and to avoid the potential danger of second-order sampling error. Through our SR approach we were able only to locate a relatively modest number of studies where criterion-specific measures of performance had been employed. However, as researchers become more aware of the increased value of using more specific criterion operationalizations, we believe the number of studies in this area will rise and allow more research into the criterion-related validities of performance predictors. Finally, our analysis suggests performance should be conceptualized specifically rather than generally, using frameworks more finely grained than dual categorical distinctions to increase the certainty with which inferences about associations between relevant predictors and criteria can be drawn. Thus, whilst we do not preclude the existence of a single general performance factor as suggested by Viswesvaran and colleagues (2005), taking a criterion-centric approach (Bartram, 2005) increases the likelihood of inferences about validity being accurate. Nevertheless, there is still a need to determine whether or not an even more specific and detailed conceptualization of performance further enhances operational validities of predictor measures. We offer this as a challenge for future research.
Predictor-criterion relationships of job performance
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Table 1
Sample inclusion/exclusion criteria for study selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample criterion</th>
<th>Explanation/justification for sample criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Study is well informed by theory</td>
<td>Explanation of theoretical framework for study; integration of existing body of evidence and theory (Cassell, 2011; Denyer, 2009). The study is framed within appropriate literature. The specific direction taken by the study is justified (Campion, 1993).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Purpose and aims of the study are described clearly</td>
<td>Clear articulation of the research questions and objectives addressed (Denyer, 2009).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Rationale for the sample used is clear</td>
<td>Explanation of and reason for the sampling frame employed and also for potential exclusion of cases (Cassell, 2011; Denyer, 2009). The sample used is appropriate for the study’s purpose (Campion, 1993).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Data analysis is appropriate</td>
<td>Clear explanation of methods of data analysis chosen; justification for methods used (Cassell, 2011; Denyer, 2009). The analytical strategies are fit for purpose (Campion, 1993).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Study is published in a peer-reviewed journal</td>
<td>Studies published in peer-reviewed journals are subjected to a process of impartial scrutiny prior to publication, offering quality control (e.g. Meadows, 1974).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) Study makes a contribution</td>
<td>Creation, extension or advancement of knowledge in a meaningful way; clear guidance for future research is offered (Academy of Management Review, 2013).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Whilst applying this criterion in particular might seem to disadvantage unpublished studies (e.g. theses), this is not the case, as it is merely one out of a total of eleven quality criteria used for the selection of studies.

Table 2
Mean values used to correct for artifacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of artifact</th>
<th>Type of predictor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range restriction</td>
<td>.94 (SD = .04) (Barrick &amp; Mount, 1991; Mount et al., 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion reliability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective measures</td>
<td>.52 (SD = .10) (Viswesvaran, Ones &amp; Schmidt, 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective measures</td>
<td>Perfect reliability (1.00) is assumed in line with Salgado (1997), Hogan and Holland (2003) and Vinchur et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined use of objective and subjective measures</td>
<td>.59 (SD = .19) (Hurtz &amp; Donovan, 2000; Dudley et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>